Thin and ultra-thin glass
for thin, lightweight and yet resistant applications

FeelInGlass® is based on state-of-the-art silicate thin glass composition and
chemical tempering technologies. They allow to push design possibilities to
the next level while keeping very high resistance, also at the edges.
This deep know-how is made available to you, serving the needs of seamless
integration, durability, weight reduction, complex shaping, and much more.
It can accommodate and enhance all your designs since it is provided in a wide
range of compositions, thicknesses and dimensions. Moreover its structure
can allow it to be curved : it fits wherever you want and can also form pleasing
shapes for an extended range of applications.

Why is our thin glass so special?

Thin and ultra-thin glass is available in a wide range of compositions,
thicknesses and dimensions, for a very wide variety of applications.

Complete strengthening process
Excellent mechanical strength: more than five times stronger than conventional annealed soda-lime glass.
Damage-resistant, the unique anti-warping treatment prevents from deformation of the glass after chemical strengthening, allowing it to keep perfect
flatness.
Reinforced edges resiliant to further processing and wear and tear resistant.

High transmission and neutrality
High transmittance and exceptional colour rendering ensuring low power consumption, making it ideal for touchscreens and displays.
Offers excellent optical properties with a beautiful, pristine finish and high scratch resistance meeting high quality standards compared to resin or
plastic.

Tailored shape
Our exclusive laser cutting technique allows to achieve any shape, straight or rounded while allowing reinforced edge finishing .

Available in very low thicknesses and large dimensions
Opening up new possibilities in the design of high-strength thanks to a highest «stifness-weight» ratio, lightweight structures at a reasonable cost
while making it possible to create large-dimension toughened glass covers.
It’s unique properties and fineness make it really touch responsive for touchscreens or any other large format application

Lightweight
Reduces weight opens up a wide range of design possibilities for various applications.
Reduces CO2 emissions in the automotive industry.

Wide range of compositions and surface treatment
Available in clear and extra-clear soda-lime and alumino-silicate glass (FeelInGlass®).
Taylored combination with matte effect, anti-finger print, glass printing, and anti-reflective treatment.
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What can you use it for?

Displays

Medical

PCs, laptops, tablets, e-readers, smartphones
Digital signage, interactive flat panel displays
Anti-glare screens and protective screens

Microslides for microscopy and other medical uses
Cover for handheld devices

Automotive

Special mirrors for solar energy projects

Substrate for solar mirrors

Trains, aerospace, automotive interiors and exteriors
Lightweight laminated windshields

Picture framing

Buildings

Protective glass for framing photographs, posters,
adverts, maps, documents, awards, etc.

Lightweight assemblies, creative designs, mirrors etc.
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Chemical strengthening
Chemical strengthening via ion exchange is commonly used to reinforce ultrathin glass used for high-tech applications.
The chemical strengthening process involves replacing smaller alkali ions such as Na+ near the glass surface by larger ions such as K+,
in a molten salt bath at a temperature below the glass transition temperature (Tg).
This process tremendously improves the mechanical strength and the scratch resistance of the glass and then offers new possibilities
of applications such as curved displays e.g, for automotive, interior building or other device applications.
FeelInGlass® core knowledge lies in its patented process. It allows the glass to be chemically strengthened also at the edges. As a
result, our reinforced edges are resilient to handling and to further processing such as e.g. display bonding process. Our reinforced
edges are also more wear and tear resistant than standard laser-cut glass.*
That means that you can access a strengthened thin glass on all its surface without paying more for it.
* Standard laser-cut glass will lose chemical strengthening at the edge during sheet cutting.

8h - 1h and 400 - 460°C
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Cutting, free shapes
Unlike other laser-cut technologies, our technology
does not alter the mechanical resistance of the glass
edges after laser cut.

Our glass edge processing is very innovative compared to other technologies. It allows you to make an
amazingly wide range of shapes, including rectangular
shapes, round shapes, free shapes, etc., thanks to our
laser-cutting technology.

As a result, and unlike other laser-cut edges, our edges
keep their mechanical strength throughout the process.
FeelInGlass® is therefore a truly highly resistant glass,
also at the level of the edges.

You can also make special cuts like vents e.g., within the
mechanical limits of glass. Our experts are available to
guide you through the definition of such special cuts.

Traditional glass
cutting technology

Standard laser glass
cutting technology

FeelInGlass® laser
cutting technology

Shape

Limited shapes, limited
possibilities

Free shapes, many possibilities

Free shapes, many possibilities

Glass strenghening

Yes

Yes

Yes

Edge strengthening included*

No

No*

Yes

Edge profile

Chamfered edge

Straight edge

Straight edge

Edge-to-edge treatment
possibility

No

Yes, but limited and nonhomogenous

Yes, without limitation and
homogenous

* traditional/standard laser sheet-type cutting technology

The straight-cut edges are suitable for many types of applications, including for automotive interior displays, in particular cluster displays
with the following mounting type:

Flush

Glass
Display

Finisher

Protected
Flush
Fully
framed

The information contained in this data sheet is intended to assist you in designing with AGC materials. It is not intended to and does not create any
warranties, express or implied, including any warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. The user is responsible for determining
the suitability of AGC materials for each application.
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The flushed integrations demonstrate a high dimensionned tolerance with flat edge and improved handling resistante without need of
champfer.

FeelInGlass®, your new partner in thin glass
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